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INF2820-V2014-Oppgavestt 6, gruppe 25.2 
Denne uka skal vi gjøre to ting: 

· Gjennomgang oblig. 1 
· Praktiske øvelser i Python og NLTK. Dette er nødvendige forberedelser til oblig. 2 som alle bør 

jobbe seg gjennom. 

Context-free grammars and NLTK 
(Vi gjentar slutten fra forrige uke) 
 
You should then work your way through sections 8.1-8.3 in the NLTK-book 
http://nltk.org/book/ch08.html 
 
When we do this, there are two types of distinctions we have to have clear before us. The first is the 
difference between a *grammar* and a *parser*. A grammar is a declarative device which defines a 
language, either as a set of strings or as a set of trees (or some other type of structures). A parser on the 
other hand is a procedure for analyzing strings, determine whether they belong to the language and 
assign structures to them. Also there are several different parsing methods for context-free grammars.  
 
The other distinction to have in mind is the one between a *grammar* and the *Python object* we use 
to represent it. When we implement grammars there are many different ways we could have 
represented them. NLTK has chosen one particular form which we will use.  Also, when we come to 
parsers there is a distinction between a parsing algorithm and the specific Python implementation of it. 

The Grammar class 
a) After you have entered the grammar1 at the beginning of section 8.3, it is time to stop up and see 
what kind of object grammar1 is. Try the following commands 

>>> grammar1 
>>> type(grammar1) 
>>> print grammar1 

The first doesn’t tell us very much. The second says what type of object grammar1 is. The print-
command is class specific to the class Grammar. Within a class definition we may define what should 
happen when we write “print <object>” where  <object> is of the defined type. The makers of the 
Grammar class decided that this was what is most important for us to know. You may also try 

>>> help(grammar1) 
which probably tells you much more than you want to know by now. But it may be useful to know this 
help command. It may be handy at other times. 
 
b) A grammar object also has some methods for approaching its inner secrets. Try 

>>> grammar1.start() 
>>> grammar1.productions() 

http://nltk.org/book/ch08.html�
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There are also several other methods as you may see by trying an auto-completion from 
>>> grammar. 

Some of these may be of use to us later. We may come back to them. 
 
c) Beware that things aren’t always what they look like. What type do you think grammar1.start() is? Try 

>>> type(grammar1.start()) 
To explore this object a little more try 

>>> s = grammar1.start() 
>>> s.  + auto completion 

How many continuations do you see? Then try 
>>> s.symbol() 
>>> type(s.symbol()) 

 
d) Now consider the grammar1.productions(). What kind of object is it? Pick out three rules from 
productions, one with a single terminal on the right-hand side, one with a single non-terminal and one 
with more than one symbol, e.g. 

>>> rule0 = grammar1.productions()[0] 
What kind of object is a rule? What kind of object is its left-hand side and what kind of objects its right-
hand side and the elements on the right hand side? 
 
e) A somewhat different point which we will make use of later is that also for objects like grammar1 we 
may add our own attributes in Python. Try 

>>> grammar1.petname = "grammy" 
>>> grammar1. + auto complete 
>>> grammar1.petname 
 

Recursive Descent Parser 
a) First part of section 8.4 in the NLTK book. Open the demo 

>>> nltk.app.rdparser() 
Use the step button to see how many steps a machine will have to take to get at the first successful 
parse  – even with this simple grammar. Then take control yourself and use the buttons to find the other 
successful parse of the sentence. 
 
 b) Download the program rd_recognizer.py. 
Run 
 >>> demo() 
See how it corresponds to what you just did in the nltk.app. 
 
c) Do it yourself. Load the example grammar. Try 

>>> sent = "Mary saw a man in the park" 
>>> rd_recognize(grammar, sent.split(),1) 
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And see that you get the same result. Also try the same call without trace and with trace-level 2 to see 
the difference. 
 
d) Then try an ungrammatical string, say  

>>> sent2 = "Mary saw a man in the park with a".split() 
>>> rd_recognize(grammar, sent2,1) 

To see how long an exhaustive search takes. 
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